
 

  

 

  
  
  
  

 

   

  

Why Ban Facial Recognition? 
Law enforcement use of facial recognition poses a profound threat to 
personal privacy, political and religious expression, and the fundamental 
freedom to go about our lives without having our movements and 
associations covertly monitored and analyzed. SNSMN.or  

This technology can be used for identifying individuals in photos or videos, and law enforcement and 
other government agencies can use it to conduct dragnet surveillance of entire neighborhoods. Face 
surveillance technology is also prone to error, implicating people for crimes they haven’t committed. 

It has been well documented by MIT, the Georgetown Center for Privacy and Technology, and the 
ACLU that these error rates – and the related consequences – are far higher for women and people with 
darker skin. 

Regardless of your race or gender – and even if these disparate error rates were addressed – face 
surveillance must be stopped. Facial recognition surveillance presents an unprecedented threat to 
our privacy and civil liberties. It gives governments, companies, and individuals the power to spy on 
us wherever we go: tracking our faces at protests, political rallies, places of worship and more. 
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Why Ban Facial Recognition? 

#1: Blanket, indiscriminate, widespread surveillance of civilian population 

• It enables the automated and indiscriminate live surveillance of people as they go about their 
daily business, giving authorities the chance to track your every move. 

#2: Inaccuracies and racial bias 

• The technology is inaccurate, leading to consequences like false arrests. 
• Bias on racial and gender lines leading to discrimination of minorities 

• Error rate of 0.8 percent for light-skinned men but up to 34.7 percent for dark-skinned 
women 

https://news.mit.edu/2018/study-finds-gender-skin-type-bias-artificial-intelligence-systems-0212
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/bv8k8a/faulty-facial-recognition-led-to-his-arrestnow-hes-suing
https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28
https://safetynotsurveillance.org/index.php/faceid/#Sources-Reading
https://safetynotsurveillance.org/index.php/faceid/#Tech-Overview
https://safetynotsurveillance.org/index.php/faceid/#Counterarguments
https://safetynotsurveillance.org/index.php/faceid/#Why-Ban
https://www.perpetuallineup.org/
https://SNSMN.org


 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

 

#3: Can target and identify vulnerable groups 

• Can be used to round up immigrants and refugees 
• Facial Recognition can aid the efforts of controversial organizations like ICE 
• Leads to more brutal detention and deportation of vulnerable communities 

#4: No legal or regulatory framework 

• There is no standard policy ensuring the tech can be fairly applied. 
• This regulatory gap leads to abuses of power. 

#5: Violates right to privacy and civil liberty protections 

• Removes rightfully expected anonymity in public spaces 
• Indiscriminate and large-scale surveillance whittles away right to privacy 

#6: Facial recognition does not follow principle of necessity and proportionality 

• A human right recognized by the United Nations is that surveillance should be necessary and 
proportionate. Large-scale, blanket surveillance is not proportional to finding a few criminals. 

#7: Chilling effect on democracy 

• Constant, indiscriminate surveillance changes and restricts behavior 
• Stifles democratic culture 

• Discourages protests, encourages retaliation and punishment by the state on those who 
protest or dissent 

• Infringes on Freedom of Assembly, Association and Expression 

#8: Citizens denied consent 

• Citizens often have no say in how their image is used, recorded, stored, analyzed or shared. 
• Creates distrust in state, law enforcement and institutions. 

#9: Automation bias 

• If it’s accepted that the technology is infallible, it can lead to bad decisions. 
• This “automation bias” must be avoided. Machine-generated outcomes should not determine 

how state agencies or private corporations treat individuals. 
• Trained human operators must exercise meaningful control and make decisions based in law. 

#10: Private use 

• The overwhelming majority of facial recognition tech is developed, sold and used by private 
corporations and entities. 

https://thewire.in/tech/india-is-falling-down-the-facial-recognition-rabbit-hole
https://theconversation.com/automation-can-leave-us-complacent-and-that-can-have-dangerous-consequences-62429
https://www.socialcooling.com/
https://www.article19.org/resources/un-resolution-affirms-surveillance-that-is-not-necessary-or-proportionate-is-against-the-right-to-privacy/
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/7x59z9/the-facial-recognition-system-amazon-sells-to-cops-can-now-detect-fear


  
 

 
 

   
   

 

 

 
  

  
 

Counterarguments and Rebuttals 

Why use Facial Recognition Technology? 

#1: Useful tool for identification 

• Facial recognition can serve as both a forensics tool for solving crime and as a passive safety 
tool to scan crowds and look for wanted suspects. 

• In addition, the technology can and has been used as a form of biometric identification to help 
streamline an authentication process. 

• Certain safeguards can be put in place to protect against abuse 

#2: Additional civic purposes 

• Locating missing persons 
• Medical emergencies 

• Example: A lone individual collapses on an empty street. A camera is recording, and it 
uses facial recognition to identify the individual as someone who has a serious medical 
condition. If the camera is also paired with a computer vision algorithm to detect when 
someone has involuntarily fallen over, an alert can be sent for someone to make an 
assessment as to whether or not emergency services need to be called. 

Rebuttals 

#1: Technology outpaces legislation 

• Absent a broader regulatory framework, technology advances and changes faster than the 
government’s ability to regulate it. 

• Many governments lack the expertise to understand the technology, and fail to properly 
implement policy safeguards.  This holds especially true at the municipal level, where the 
technology is usually provided by corporations with interests misaligned with the public good 

#2: Cost-benefit analysis 

• Regardless of how useful it may be in the future the technology is not mature enough to live up 
to the hype, and has resulted in individuals being falsely arrested. The more it’s used, the more 
people will be falsely arrested. 

• Even when it eventually becomes mature, the technology is ripe for abuse. 
• The goods brought by facial recognition are better accomplished by tools and techniques we 

already have. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15wBk5rKnh-5sIdvWW7XkTlDbN0yZ2cZ8VgC2PQCpDPo/edit#bookmark=id.d7j10on3hyu
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/bv8k8a/faulty-facial-recognition-led-to-his-arrestnow-hes-suing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15wBk5rKnh-5sIdvWW7XkTlDbN0yZ2cZ8VgC2PQCpDPo/edit#bookmark=id.qsj9e6tivqyc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15wBk5rKnh-5sIdvWW7XkTlDbN0yZ2cZ8VgC2PQCpDPo/edit#bookmark=id.qsj9e6tivqyc
https://www.brookings.edu/research/10-actions-that-will-protect-people-from-facial-recognition-software/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_ID
https://www.hackread.com/police-locate-suspect-from-a-crowd-using-facial-recognition/
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/tech/talkingtech/2018/06/29/capital-gazette-gunman-identified-using-facial-recognition-technology/744344002/


 
 

  
 

     

     

Technology Overview 
Facial recognition technology is a form of computer vision, which seeks to understand and automate 
tasks that the human visual system can do. Computer vision tasks include methods for acquiring 
processing, analyzing, and understanding digital images and videos, and then extracting data from 
them. Computer Vision includes shape recognition, optical character recognition and more. 

Figure 1: Example of Computer Vision 

Figure 2: Example of Computer Vision 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_vision


 

  

  

              
      

Two categories of Facial Analysis technologies: 

Facial Recognition Technology (FRT) aims to both recognize and authenticate individuals with a 
positive identification of identity. This is achieved by extracting a feature set from a face image or 
video and comparing against a database. 

Estimation or Predictive Analysis refers to systems that rely on estimate algorithms that attempt to 
output a categorical quantity such as the age, emotional state or the degree of fatigue. 

Both present significant civil liberty violations as well as disproportionate harms for black and minority 
populations. 

Figure 3: Example of simple facial identification, which is the computer vision identifying that a “face” is 
present. Recognition goes further to confirm the identity. 



Racial and Gender Bias

This MIT Study examined facial-analysis software from IBM, Microsoft and Face++ and uncovered an
error rate of 0.8 percent for light-skinned men but up to 34.7 percent for dark-skinned women. 
Researcher Joy Buolamwini presented this research In a United States House Committee on 
Oversight and Government Reform hearing on facial recognition:

Figure 4: An excerpt from Joy Buolamwini’s research, showing that even the most sophisticated facial analysis 
and facial recognition systems are markedly unreliable on darker women. Notice the gap between the lighter 
individuals on the right.

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf


 
 

    

 

Zooming in on the hand and thermometer from Figure 2, we find that modifying the image so that the 
hand is lighter-skinned removes “gun” from the computer-generated predictions. While such 
divergent outcomes may happen only occasionally, these occasional manifestations of algorithmic 
bias against darker-skinned people could be the decisive factor in performing a wrongful arrest. 

Figure 4: Impact of augmented pigmentation on computer-vision predictions. 

These inaccuracies are broadly due to two factors: 

1. Unrepresentative training data: 
1. Training data is the tool that allows machine learning technologies like facial recognition 

to be so powerful, allowing large datasets to be quickly analyzed. 
2. Because these tools “learn” from the training data they are given, they inherit any biases 

that went into the creation of those data sets 
3. So if a facial recognition algorithm is only shown faces of white men while being 

trained, it will be less able to identify anyone who is not a white man. 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
     

  

 

 

 
 

2. Encoded bias in algorithms 
1. Technology inherits the biases of the people who design it, and can not evolve or learn in 

a meaningful way beyond the parameters set by engineers. 
2. The overwhelming majority of software developers are middle-aged white men living in 

Silicon Valley. 
3. This lack of diversity means that errors will inevitably be introduced when these 

technologies interact with people and communities that exist outside the life experiences 
of Bay Area technologists. 

4. The way software in general is developed, starting with a “minimum viable product” and 
patching fixes as they are developed inevitably results in biases, bugs, and other “edge 
cases” not being addressed or fixed until the system is being deployed and impacting 
people. 

History of Abuse of Private Information 

Abuse of confidential databases by Police Departments in Minnesota has been widely reported: 

“A 2013 report by the state’s legislative auditor estimated more than half of Minnesota’s 
11,000 law enforcement users of the Driver and Vehicle Services website made 
questionable searches in fiscal year 2012.” 

“The auditor’s report came after several high-profile cases, including that of a former 
Department of Natural Resources employee charged with illegally viewing the driver 
records of at least 5,000 people, mostly women. A Minnesota police officer who sued 
several agencies after her driver’s license information was snooped received more than 
$1 million in settlements.” 

Even when not being actively malicious and abusing confidential information, a combination of the 
culture of secrecy and technical ineptitude has led to accidental breaches of private information. 

Nationwide, the Associated Press reports that nationally, hundreds of offices receive reprimands each 
year for abusing private information, 

“Among those punished: an Ohio officer who pleaded guilty to stalking an ex-girlfriend 
and who looked up information on her; a Michigan officer who looked up home addresses 
of women he found attractive; and two Miami-Dade officers who ran checks on a journalist 
after he aired unflattering stories about the department.” 

Given unfettered access to facial recognition software will certainly expose vulnerable citizens to the 
asymmetrical power of officers and agents of the government. 

https://apnews.com/699236946e3140659fff8a2362e16f43
https://www.startribune.com/aug-17-2012-city-cameras-track-anyone-even-minneapolis-mayor-rybak/166494646/?refer=y
https://www.startribune.com/aug-17-2012-city-cameras-track-anyone-even-minneapolis-mayor-rybak/166494646/?refer=y
https://www.wired.com/story/minnesota-police-dmv-database-abuse/
https://www.twincities.com/2016/09/28/audit-half-of-minn-law-enforcement-users-made-questionable-database-searches/


    

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   
  
  

  
  
  

 

 
   

Sources and Additional Reading 

Facial Recognition Ban Ordinances: 

Model bill from the Electronic Frontier Foundation. Direct Links to ordinance language (you can 
download copy’s of the language from our nextcloud): 

• Alameda, (CA) 
• Boston (MA) ordinance; 
• Berkeley (CA) ordinance; 
• Brookline (MA) ordinance 
• Cambridge (MA) ordinance; 
• Easthampton, (MA) 
• Jackson, (MS) ordinance |direct link to language 
• Madison, (WI) 
• Minneapolis, (MN) ordinance 
• New Orleans, (LA) ordinance 
• Northampton (MA) ordinance 
• Oakland (CA) ordinance 
• Pittsburgh, (PA) ordinance 
• Portland (ME) ordinance 
• Portland (OR) ordinance; 
• San Francisco (CA) ordinance; 
• Santa Cruz, (CA) ordinance 
• Somerville (MA) ordinance; 
• Springfield M Ordinance 

News Stories and Sites 

• “How the Police Use Facial Recognition, and Where It Falls Short” fromThe New York Times 
• Ban Facial Recognition website from Fight for the Future 
• “About Face” Campaign from the Electronic Frontier Foundation 

Videos and Blogs 

• The Coded Gaze: Bias in Artificial Intelligence | Equality Summit with Joy Buolamwini 
• “We Must Fight Face Surveillance to Protect Black Lives” by Joy Buolamwini 
• “Ban Facial Recognition” Overview from Fight for the Future 

Papers 

• Buolamwini, Joy and Timnit Gebru. Gender Shades: Intersectional Accuracy Disparities in 
Commercial Gender Classification. 2018 

• Fidler, Mailyn. Local police surveillance and the administrative Fourth Amendment. 2020. 
• Ho, Daniel E. et al. Evaluating Facial Recognition Technology: A Protocol for Performance 

Assessment in New Domains. 2020. 

https://hai.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/2020-11/HAI_FacialRecognitionWhitePaper.pdf?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_content=Stanford%20HAI_twitter_StanfordHAI_202011121005_sf132352615&utm_campaign=&sf132352615=1
https://hai.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/2020-11/HAI_FacialRecognitionWhitePaper.pdf?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_content=Stanford%20HAI_twitter_StanfordHAI_202011121005_sf132352615&utm_campaign=&sf132352615=1
https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/chtlj/vol36/iss5/2/
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8ZF8s7s0z4
https://onezero.medium.com/we-must-fight-face-surveillance-to-protect-black-lives-5ffcd0b4c28a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRUEVYndh9c
https://www.eff.org/aboutface
https://www.banfacialrecognition.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/12/technology/facial-recognition-police.html
https://ecode360.com/37249060
https://www.eff.org/document/somerville-face-surveillance-ban
https://www.cityofsantacruz.com/home/showdocument?id=80906
https://www.eff.org/document/stop-secret-surveillance-ordinance-05062019
https://www.eff.org/document/portland-or-ordinance-prohibiting-acquisition-and-use-face-recognition-technologies-city
https://www.portlandmaine.gov/DocumentCenter/View/1083/Chapter-17-Offenses-Miscellaneous-Provisions---Revised-1132020
https://pittsburgh.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4622347&GUID=5CD9C6B4-206A-4EE9-8876-5C99EC002683&FullText=1
https://www.eff.org/document/oakland-face-surveillance-ban
https://www.eff.org/document/19176-ordinance-prohibiting-use-face-surveillance-systems
https://cityofno.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=&event_id=22991&meta_id=513815
https://library.municode.com/mn/minneapolis/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=COOR_TIT2AD_CH41INGO_ARTIIFARETE
https://madison.legistar.com/ViewReport.ashx?M=R&N=Master&GID=205&ID=4318039&GUID=DBDE2725-BD49-4062-8C51-A69F5349C520&Extra=WithText&Title=Legislation+Details+(With+Text)
https://cloud.rt4.mn/index.php/s/ZfeT2rMWXkoRoPr
https://www.jacksonms.gov/meetings/august-18-2020-special-council-meeting/#tab-minutes
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwivopjv-PHwAhXOKVkFHWgTCyYQFjABegQIBBAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Feasthamptonma.gov%2Fimages%2FFacial_Surveillance_Ordinance_-_05-20-2020_final_1.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2g5vRPo5FCcw436Hrv6gH5
https://www.eff.org/document/amend-chapter-2128-surveillance-technology-ordinance-adding-2128020-definitions-new
https://www.eff.org/document/article-839-ban-town-use-face-surveillance
https://www.eff.org/document/berkeley-face-surveillance-ban
https://www.eff.org/document/ordinance-banning-face-surveillance-technology-boston
https://alameda.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7941262&GUID=344C42E1-A7C5-4680-8DC5-CCB763503487
https://cloud.rt4.mn/index.php/s/554GKJw9qYx2RHH
https://cloud.rt4.mn/index.php/s/554GKJw9qYx2RHH
https://www.eff.org/document/ban-government-use-face-surveillance-model-bill-0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_u0SPnZz0-uSfWvgJA2-_vSD-M5Ob_r/view?usp=sharing


    

  

• Lynch, Jennifer. Face Off: Law Enforcement Use of Face Recognition Technology. 2019. 
• Reisman, Dillon et al. Algorithmic Impact Assessments: A Practical Framework for Public 

Agency Accountability. 2018. 
• United States House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. 2019. 

https://docs.house.gov/meetings/GO/GO00/20190522/109521/HHRG-116-GO00-Wstate-BuolamwiniJ-20190522.pdf
https://ainowinstitute.org/aiareport2018.pdf
https://ainowinstitute.org/aiareport2018.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iIrFqs4GXKQMOnsvnqAeoTxUiiZ4suhZ/view
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